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GENERAL ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 

 GDP forecasts from -10% (IMF) to -45% (WB), electricity 
consumption drop by ~35% in March. 

 Over half of the business activity frozen (57% according to EBA, 
59% according to KSE) 

 Exports at 50% of pre-war volumes, imports at 30% of pre-war 
volumes with a heavy ban on imports and collapse of the exports 
logistics 

 Maritime logistics (62% of exports in 2021) effectively blockaded 
by Russians 



GENERAL ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 

 Consumer prices rose 4.5% in March compared to February, the 

annual figure very likely to exceed 15%  

 Banking sector reportedly lost 50-70% of cash flow from loan 

portfolio, NPL and capital adequacy problems mounting, but the 

system is up and running 

 Currency depreciation was negligible, but it took the severe 

capital controls to hold the currency crisis at bay 

 Investments are frozen and unlikely to widely rebound without 

special war risk insurance policies 



PHYSICAL DAMAGES ASSESSMENT 
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HUMAN CAPITAL AFFECTED BRUTALLY 



POLICY RESPONSE. 
Taxation and business support 

 Labor code temporarily simplified, easing the burden on employers 

 VAT-free imports for entities on STS were introduced. 

 The turnover limits for simplified taxation system eligibility were 

lifted. It means that now every enterprise can choose to pay 2% sales 

tax or remain on the general taxation system with VAT and corporate 

profit tax.  

 Customs duties and excises were cancelled for all goods (except those 

from Russia, Belarus and temporarily occupied territories). 

 Fuel VAT was declined to 7%, local transportation services VAT 

declined to 7%. 



POLICY RESPONSE. 
Monetary and currency regulations 

 The government acted upon prices growth with VAT decline and 
regulating prices for several types of critical goods and services 

 The NBU provided refinance to support banking system liquidity 
and keep it up and running 

 Capital and current account controls were severe and imposed 
immediately: imports ban, FX rate fixed, capital outflow restricted 

 The banks will have time to figure out their recovery strategies as 
the prudential regulations were waived on NPL and capital. 



FISCAL GAP 

$4-6 bn is the estimated monthly 
deficit. Some will be covered by the 
foreign aid, some will be monetized 


